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RELAP5/MOD3 is a reactor systems analysis code that has been

developed jointly by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and a

consortium consisting of several of the countries and domestic

organizations that were members of the InternationalCode Assessment and

Applications Program (ICAP). The code is currently being used to simulate

transients for the next generation of advanced light water reactors

(ALWR's). One particular reactor design is the WestinghouseAP600

pressurized water reactor (PWR), which consists of two hot legs and four

cold legs as well as passive emergency core cooling (ECC) systems.

Initial calculationswith RELAP5/MOD3 indicated that the code was not as

robust as RELAP5/MOD2.5with regard to AP600 calculations. Recent

modifications in the areas of condensationwall heat transfer, interfacial

heat transfer in the presence of noncondensibles,bubbly flow interfacial

heat transfer, and time smoothing of both interfacialdrag and interfacial

heat transfer have improved the robustness, although more reliability is
needed.

* Work supported by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under DOE

Contract No. DE-ACO7-761D01570.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of RELAP5 have included simulations of transients of PWR

systems, such as loss of coolant accidents (LOCA), anticipated transients

without scram (ATWS), and operationaltransients such as loss of

feedwater, loss of offsite power, station blackout, and turbine trip.

RELAP5 is a highly generic code that, in addition to calculating the

behavior of a reactor coolant system during a transient, can be used for

simulation of a wide variety of hydraulic and thermal transients in both

nuclear and nonnuclear systems involvingsteam-water noncondensiblesolute

fluid mixtures.

RELAP5/MOD3 was produced jointly by the USNRC and ICAP. In contrast

to the general ICAP program in which the participantsonly performed

assessment calculations,the RELAP5/MOD3 code improvement ICAP consortium

members developed, coded, and tested improvementsto the RELAPS/MOD3 code,

as well as performed assessmentcalculationsusing an interim version of

RELAP5/MOD3 containing the recently developed improvements. A preliminary

status of the RELAP5/MOD3code was presented at the First Users Seminar1

and follow-on status of the RELAPS/MOD3code was presented at the Second

Users Seminar.2 The code is documented in the draft version of the

RELAPS/MOD3 Code Manual.3 The code is currently being used to simulate

transients for the WestinghouseAP600 PWR design. At the Third Users

Seminar,4 it was reported that RELAP5/MOD3 was experiencingrunning

problems. This paper presents the AP600 design, base calculations using

RELAP5/MOD2.5 and RELAPS/MOD3,modifications to RELAP5/MOD3 that have

helped reduce the running problems, and calculationsusing modifications

to RELAPS/MOD3.

2. AP600 DESIGN

The proposed WestinghouseAP600 design5 is a two loop PWR arranged

in a two hot leg, four cold leg configuration. The AP600 uses passive ECC

systems, whereas currentgeneration PWR's employ pumped ECC systems. For

the AP600 design, lost coolant is replaced by pressure balanced core



makeup tanks (CMT), accumulators,and an elevated, gravity drain,

containment-pressure-equalized,in-containmentrefueling water storage

tank (IRWST). Once the contents of these tanks have been discharged, the

resulting containment liquid level reportedly exceeds the elevation of the

loops, draining back into the reactor coolant system (RCS) via sump

valves. Vaporized coolant condensing on the containmentwalls is

collected via gutters and returned to the IRWST. An automatic

depressurizationsystem (ADS) is provided to help passive ECC

development. A full RCS pressure, full decay power rated, passive

residual heat removal (PRHR) heat exchanger submerged in the IRWST is

provided to remove decay heat by forced convection or natural circulation

if necessary. Passive containmentcooling is achieved by gravity-driven,

external-containment,evaporativecooling.

3. RELAPS/MOD2.5AND RELAPS/MOD3 BASE CALCULATIONS

A series of AP600 cold leg small break loss-of-coolantaccident

(SBLOCA) calculationswere run on RELAPS/MOD2.5,Version 3x and

RELAP5/MOD3, Version 80 using a DEC 5000/200 workstation. Calculations

were performed for 10 different break sizes in order to obtain some

measure of robustness. The same decks were used with the same time step

control cards, and only the break size was changed. The decks were set up

to run to 3600 seconds (I hour) of simulated time. The RELAP5/MOD2.5

calculationswere run with Change Option 14 (begins ramping the umbrella

model off at 1250 psia and turns the umbrella model off at 1500 psia);

the umbrella model is turned on by default in RELAP5/MOD2.5. The

RELAP5/MOD3 calculationswere run with Change Option 14 (same as the one

in RELAP5/MOD2.5) and Change Option 15 (activates the umbrella model);

the umbrella model is turned off by default in RELAP5/MOD3. The results

are presented in the left and center columns of Table I (labeled

RELAP5/MOD2.5, Version 3x and RELAP5/MOD3,Version 80). If the

calculation was successful and ran to 3600 seconds, the entry in the table

is 'Runs.' If the calculation failed with a water property error at the

minimum time step, the entry in the table is 'Fails at xxx sec,' where xxx

is the time at which the failure occurred. If the calculation ran slow



TABLE I. RELAP5 AP600 COLD LEG SBLOCA CALCULATIONS

Break RELAPS/MOD2.5 RELAP5/MOD3 REI_APS/MOD3

Diameter Version 3x Version 80 Version80+

I/4 inch Runs Runs Runs

7.50 cpu hours 9.01 cpu hours 8.BI cpu hours

I/2 inch Runs Runs Runs

9.25 cpu hours 9.14 cpu hours 9.37 cpu hours

I inch Fails at 2930 sec Fails at 2044 sec Fails at 3202 sec

7.17 cpu hours 9.39 cpu hours 32.73 cpu hours

2 inches Runs Fails at 521 sec Fails at 401 sec

38.80 cpu hours 2.69 cpu hours 1.88 cpu hours

3 inches Runs Slow at 635 sec Fails at 537 sec

39.85 cpu hours 6.82 cpu hours 2.43 cpu hours

4 inches Runs Fails at 461 sec Runs

37.07 cpu hours 3.93 cpu hours 21.97 cpu hours

5 inches Runs Fails at 399 sec Runs

33.32 cpu hours 7.49 cpu hours 33.69 cpu hours

6 inches Fails at 139 sec Fails at 566 sec Fails at 537 sec

0.63 cpu hours 444 cpu hours 3.66 cpu hours

7 inches Fails at 648 sec Fails at 666 sec Fails at 648 sec

4.07 cpu hours 4.50 cpu hours 4.60 cpu hours

8 inches Fails at 93 sec F_il_ at 573 sec Fails at 964 sec

0.41 cpu hours 3.97 cpu hours 8.93 cpu hours



(i.e., running at microsecond time steps) and thus it was necessary to

stop the calculation, the entry in the table is 'Slow at xxx sec,' where

xxx is the time in seconds at which the calculationwas stopped because it

was running slow. The second entry in each table is the cpu time in hours

needed to get to the completion time of 3600 seconds or to the failure

time or to the slow running stop time. The table shows that RELAP5/MOD2.5

had more successful calculations (i.e., more 'Runs' entries in the table)

than RELAP5/MOD3.

4. RELAP5/MOD3 MODIFICATIONS

The 4 inch AP600 SBLOCA calculationusing RELAP5/MOD3was examined to

see why it failed with a water property error at the minimum time step.

An update was prepared that fixed the problem, and the calculation was

repeated until the next water property error was encountered. This

process was repeated until the 4 inch SBLOCA calculation ran successfully

to 3600 sec using RELAPS/MOD3,Version 80. The updates or modifications

that were required are in the areas of condensationwall heat transfer,

interfacial heat transfer in the presence of noncondensibles,bubbly flow

interfacial heat transfer, and time smoothing of both interfacialdrag and

interfacial heat transfer. These modificationswill next be discussed.

The condensationwall heat transfer modification involved changing

the driving potential for the wall to liquid heat fl.Jx. In RELAPS/MOD3,

the driving potential was the wall temperatureminus the saturation

temperature, which can result in freezing the liquid. The driving

potential was changed to the wall temperatureminus the liquid

temperature, which is what was used in RELAPS/MOD2.5. This driving

potential does not "esult in freezing the liquid due to condensationwall

heat transfer.

The interfacial heat transfer in the presence of noncondensibles

modification involved changing the liquid side interf_clalheat transfer

coefficient (Hif) when the liquid is subcooled. In RKLAP5/MOD3, there

was no reduction of Hif, but there should be a reduction when



noncondensiblesare present. Hif was changed in RELAP5/MOD3 to use the

same reducing factor that is used in RELAPS/MOD2.5when noncondensibles

are present.

The bubbly flow interfacialheat transfer modification involved

changing the variable Hif when the liquid is subcooled. In RELAPS/MOD3,

the Unal correlation6 was used for bubbly flow. Hif was changed in

RELAP5/MOD3to use the Unal correlation near a vapor void fraction of 0

and then to ramp down to the Lahey correlation7 when the vapor void

fraction increases from O. This is the method used in RELAPS/MOD2.5.

The interfacialdrag and interfacialheat transfer time smoothing

modification involved changing from the fixed value time constant in the

exponential factor to use 2 time constants (Courant and gravity) plus an

under-relaxationtelm for large slip. This modification is the approach

used in RELAPS/MOD2.5.

5. RELAPS/MOD3CALCULATIONSWITH MODIFICATIONS

The series of 10 AP600 cold leg SBLOCA calculationswere rerun on

RELAP5/MOD3,Version 80 with the modificationsdiscussed above. These

calculationswere run with Change Option 3 (RELAPS/MOD2.5interfacialheat

transfer modification in the presence of noncondensibles),Change Option 4

(uses RELAPS/MOD2.5 bubbly subcooled liquid Hif correlationsof Unal and

Lahey), Change Option 6 (uses wall temperature minus liquid temperature

for wall to liquid heat transfer in condensation),Change Option 14

(begins ramping the umbrella model off at 1250 psia and turns the umbrella

model off at 1500 psia), Change Option 15 (activatesthe umbrella model),

and Change Option 17 (uses the RELAP5/MOD2.5 time smoothing for

interfacialdrag and interfacialheat transfer). The results of these

modifications are presented in the right column of Table I (labeled

RELAPS/MOD3,VersioI_80+). The table shows that RELAPS/MOD3with these

modifications had mor,;successful calculations (i.e., more 'Runs' entries

in the table) than did the base RELAPS/MOD3calculation. Comparing the

columns in Table I show that RELAPS/MOD3with modifications is still not



quite as robust as RELAPS/MOD2.5. Examination of some of the plots for

the 4 inch calculation show that RELAPS/MOD3 results are smoother and

faster running (by 40%).

6. SUMMARY

A series of 10 AP600 cold leg SBLOCA calculationswere performed

using RELAPS/MOD2.5 and RELAPS/MOD3on a DZC 5000/200 workstation. The

initial base calculations showed that RELAPS/MOD2.5was more robust than

RELAPS/MOD3. Modificationswere made to RELAPS/MOD3that allowed the 4

inch SBLOCA calculation to run to completion successfully. These

modifications also allowed the other break sizes to run better, however

more robustness is still needed.
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